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Abstract

NASA remains committed to the development and demonstration of a high-power solar electric propulsion capability for the Agency. NASA is continuing to develop the 14 kW Advanced Electric Propulsion System (AEPS), which has recently completed an Early Integrated System Test and System Preliminary Design Review. NASA continues to pursue Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) Technology Demonstration Mission partners and mature high-power SEP mission concepts. The recent announcement of the development of a Power and Propulsion Element (PPE) as the first element of an evolvable human architecture to Mars has replaced the Asteroid Redirect Robotic Mission (ARRM) as the most probable first application of the AEPS Hall thruster system. This high-power SEP capability, or an extensible derivative of it, has been identified as a critical part of an affordable, beyond-low-Earth-orbit, manned-exploration architecture. This paper presents the status of the combined NASA and Aerojet Rocketdyne AEPS development activities and updated mission concept for implementation of the AEPS hardware as part of the ion propulsion system for a PPE.

Nomenclature

AEPS Advanced Electric Propulsion System
AR Aerojet Rocketdyne
ARRM Asteroid Redirect Robotic Mission
CDR Critical Design Review
DRO Distant Retrograde Orbit
DSG Deep Space Gateway
DST Deep Space Transport
EDU Engineering Development Unit
EIST Early Integrated System Test
EM Exploration Mission
EP Electric Propulsion
FM Flight Model
FT Flight Thruster
GRC Glenn Research Center
Introduction

For missions beyond low Earth orbit, spacecraft size and mass can be dominated by onboard chemical propulsion systems and propellants that may constitute more than 50 percent of spacecraft mass. This impact can be substantially reduced through the utilization of Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) due to its significantly higher specific impulse. Studies performed for NASA’s Human Exploration and Operations Mission Directorate (HEOMD) and Science Mission Directorate have demonstrated that a 40 kW-class SEP capability can be enabling for both near term and future architectures and science missions (Ref. 1).

Since 2012 NASA has been developing a 14 kW Hall thruster electric propulsion string that can serve as the building block for a 40 kW-class SEP capability. NASA continues to evolve a human exploration approach for beyond low-Earth orbit and to do so, where practical, in a manner involving international, academic, and industry partners (Ref. 2). NASA publicly presented a reference exploration concept at the HEOMD Committee of the NASA Advisory Council meeting on March 28, 2017 (Ref. 3). This approach is based on an evolutionary human exploration architecture, depicted in Figure 1, expanding into the solar system with cis-lunar flight testing and validation of exploration capabilities before crewed missions beyond the earth-moon system and eventual crewed Mars missions. One of the key objectives is to achieve human exploration of Mars and beyond through the prioritization of those technologies and capabilities best suited for such a mission in accordance with the stepping stone approach to exploration (Ref. 4). High-power solar electric propulsion is one of those key technologies that has been prioritized because of its significant exploration benefits. A high-power, 40 kW-class Hall thruster propulsion system provides significant capability and represents, along with flexible blanket solar array technology, a readily scalable technology with a clear path to much higher power systems.
The 14 kW Hall thruster system development, led by the NASA Glenn Research Center and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, began with maturation of the high-power Hall thruster and power processing unit. The technology development work transitioned to Aerojet Rocketdyne via a competitive procurement selection for the Advanced Electric Propulsion System (AEPS) contract. The AEPS contract includes the development, qualification, and multiple flight 14 kW electric propulsion string deliveries. The AEPS Electric Propulsion (EP) string consists of the Hall thruster, power processing unit (including digital control and interface functionality), xenon flow controller, and associated intra-string harnesses. NASA continues to support the AEPS development leveraging in-house expertise, plasma modeling capability, and world-class test facilities. NASA also executes AEPS and mission risk reduction activities to support the AEPS development and mission application. This paper provides an overview of the NASA and Aerojet Rocketdyne development activities and mission application of the AEPS Hall thruster system.

**NASA Exploration and the Power and Propulsion Element Overview**

Phase 1 of the reference exploration architecture is a cislunar demonstration of exploration systems that build up a Deep Space Gateway (DSG), conceptually shown in Figure 2. The DSG, when docked with an Orion vehicle could potentially support a crew of four for up to 42 days, providing the ability to support multiple partner objectives in Phase 1 and beyond. The first Phase 1 element would be a 50 kW-class Power and Propulsion Element (PPE). The PPE could be a co-manifested payload on Space Launch Systems (SLS) Exploration Mission-2 (EM-2) in the 2023 timeframe (Ref. 4). One of the HEOMD architecture guidelines is the use of the Space Technology Mission Directorate (STMD) developed 40 kW solar electric propulsion that is being matured and delivered through the AEPS contract (Ref. 5).
Phase 2 would entail the cislunar validation of exploration systems that will build up a Deep Space Transport (DST) that provides habitation and transportation needs for transporting crew into deep space including supporting human Mars-class missions. The DST could be designed to be reused for three Mars-class missions with minimal resupply and maintenance and could be readied for a shakedown cruise by 2029 (Ref. 4).

**Power and Propulsion Element (PPE)**

NASA is investigating an in-house Power and Propulsion Element conceptual design leveraging in-house mission concepts and vehicle designs for the SEP Technology Demonstration Missions and Asteroid Redirect Robotic Mission (ARRM) (Refs. 6 to 9). This PPE concept, illustrated in Figure 3, relies on several key technology areas including high-efficiency, high-power solar arrays and high-power, high-throughput electric propulsion. The intended functions for the PPE are to provide power to DSG elements; provide transportation for the DSG; provide attitude control (passive and active) to the DSG; and to provide communications for Earth, visiting vehicles, and crew on extravehicular activities. The PPE acquisition strategy is still being formulated and options evaluated. On July 17, 2017 there was a dual release of a Request for Information (RFI) to solicit information and ideas for possible use in a cost-effective development of the DSG PPE and a release of a synopsis for PPE studies (Refs. 10 and 11). The PPE study synopsis informs industry that NASA intends to release a solicitation to seek proposals for studies of a Power and Propulsion Element (PPE) targeted for release in the August 2017 timeframe (Ref. 10). The PPE reference capability descriptions that are relevant to the Ion Propulsion System (IPS) are listed in Table 1 (Ref. 11).
Figure 3.—Conceptual design of the Power and Propulsion Element (PPE) integrated into Deep Space Gateway (left) and stowed co-manifested with Orion on SLS EM-2 (right) (Ref. 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability title</th>
<th>Reference capability description</th>
<th>Capability supporting comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. PPE Lifetime</td>
<td>The PPE will have a minimum operational lifetime of 15 years in cis-lunar space.</td>
<td>The PPE lifetime of 15 years initiates with launch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. PPE Power Transfer</td>
<td>The PPE will be capable of transferring up to 24 kW of electrical power to the external hardware.</td>
<td>The 24 kW electrical power value represents the maximum amount of power transferred to the external hardware other than the PPE. The 24 kW power level would be decreased if the external hardware uses Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) thrusting. Alternatively, this could limit the available power for SEP thrusting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3A. PPE Propulsion Capability</td>
<td>The PPE will be capable of providing orbit transfers for a stack of TBD mass with a center of gravity of TBD.</td>
<td>The capability of the PPE provides in-space transportation for the external hardware.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B. PPE Propulsion Capability</td>
<td>The PPE will be capable of providing orbit maintenance for a stack of TBD mass with a center of gravity of TBD.</td>
<td>The capability of the PPE provides in-space transportation for the external hardware.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. PPE Xenon Capacity</td>
<td>The PPE will have 2,000 kg-class tank Xenon capacity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. PPE Attitude Control</td>
<td>The PPE will be capable of providing attitude control for external hardware up to (TBD) mass and (TBD) Center of Gravity location.</td>
<td>The PPE will provide attitude control using RCS, momentum wheels, SEP thrust vectoring (TBD) for the entire external hardware. The control authority requirements for attitude control will change over time as additional external hardware is added.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capability Title</td>
<td>Reference Capability Description</td>
<td>Capability Supporting Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. PPE Refuelability</td>
<td>The PPE will be on-orbit refuelable.</td>
<td>The Power and Propulsion Element will have refueling capability incorporated with/near the forward and aft IDSS compliant interfaces for both xenon and hydrazine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. PPE Extensibility</td>
<td>The PPE will demonstrate an advanced integrated solar electric propulsion system including a 50 kW class Solar Electric Propulsion capability that is extensible to future human Mars class missions.</td>
<td>The advanced solar electric propulsion system employs elements that have the solar array power-to-mass ratio, stowed volume efficiency, deployed strength and radiation tolerance, and that have the electric propulsion high-power, specific impulse, and total impulse needed for future Mars missions. This capability also addresses Human Exploration and Operations Exploration Objective P1-06 to demonstrate operation of long-duration high power solar arrays and SEP transportation of in-space propulsion elements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A flight plasma diagnostics package (PDP) is being considered for inclusion on the PPE to provide the data needed to validate models of high-power SEP operation and spacecraft plasma interactions, design tools that are critical for enabling high-power SEP spacecraft to support future human and robotic missions to Mars. The PDP would provide flight plasma spacecraft interaction data that cannot be accurately assessed by ground test plasma measurements. The PDP would measure the plasma environment, surface erosion, material redeposition, and serve as a tool for thruster characterization. To allow for correlation of the plasma plume transients to thruster transients, an analog discharge current sense is provided from the AEPS power processing unit to the PDP. A potential implementation of the PDP is a government-led development of the PDP that could provide flight hardware to the PPE as government-furnished equipment. An initial concept for the plasma diagnostics package utilizes high heritage instruments flown on prior NASA and other government spacecraft (Ref. 12).

Ion Propulsion System Description

The conceptual IPS design for the PPE includes four metal-lined, composite-overwrapped pressure vessels capable of storing in excess of 5 tons of xenon propellant. The power processing units are mounted directly to heat-pipe on the same sides of the spacecraft as the solar arrays to minimize direct solar flux. The thrusters are mounted on individual deployable booms that reduce the impact of thruster plume interactions with the solar arrays and one of the docking mechanisms (on the aft end of the spacecraft). The SEP thrusters will provide pitch, yaw, and roll control during ion propulsion thrusting.

The key IPS capabilities, shown in Table 2, are that it will be single fault tolerant while consuming up to 5,000 kg of xenon over an input power range of 6.67 to 40 kW with input voltages ranging from 95 to 140 V. The propellant throughput capability of the IPS is 5,000 kg, which results in 1,700 kg per Hall thruster—by far the largest propellant throughput processed by an electric propulsion system.

The EP string throttling, consistent with AEPS capability, is utilizing constant discharge current (20.8 A) power throttling between 300 to 600 V discharge voltages and constant discharge voltage (300 V) power throttling between 10.4 to 20.8 A discharge currents. The AEPS required performance for the single string throttling described above is illustrated in Table 3. A performance incentive clause on the AEPS contract exists that would result in higher EP string performance than indicated in the table (e.g., 61.5 percent total system efficiency at full power).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2.—KEY ION PROPULSION SYSTEM CAPABILITIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total system power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum specific impulse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xenon throughput</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault tolerance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input voltage range</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3.—AEPS REQUIRED (MINIMUM)—EP STRING PERFORMANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EP string total input power, kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Thrust shown here is current best estimate minus experimental uncertainty.

$^b$String required to operate at 3.4 kW, but no AEPS performance requirement. Performance shown is notional.
A high-level conceptual block diagram of the IPS is shown in Figure 4. The IPS includes four identical electric propulsion strings, identified in Figure 4, being developed under AEPS. An AEPS electric propulsion string is comprised of the following four elements:

1. Flight Thruster (FT)
2. Power Processor Unit (PPU)
3. Xenon Flow Controller (XFC)
4. Interconnecting Cable Harnesses

The IPS includes four flight AEPS EP strings, but also the high-pressure portion of the xenon feed system that contains the xenon tanks, a propellant management assembly, and the mechanical integration hardware including cabling. Each EP string is operated independently of the others by the spacecraft. Single fault tolerance is achieved through block-redundancy at the EP string level with internal redundancy for the xenon feed system components outside of the EP strings. The PPE conceptual design includes a 2-axis thruster gimbal assembly that is considered part of the Structures and Mechanisms Subsystem.

A major challenge for the development of the electric propulsion system is determining how to appropriately manage the interfaces of the electric propulsion string elements, which need to be defined for the AEPS contract ahead of the maturation of the PPE design. An example of this concern is the
interface between the Hall thruster and the flight gimbal where mechanical integration is nontrivial and where launch load amplification/attenuation through the gimbal to the Hall thruster can alter the loads observed at the thruster (Refs. 13 and 14). The NASA in-house Asteroid Redirect Vehicle design developed for ARRM was used to guide the definition of these AEPS interfaces and appropriate launch loads for AEPS (Ref. 9). These will continually be monitored as the PPE design is matured.

Advanced Electric Propulsion System Development

In 2010 NASA STMD began developing large, deployable photovoltaic solar array structures for high-power electrical power generation and high-power electric propulsion technologies (Refs. 7, 15 to 19). The maturation of the critical technologies required for the high-power SEP vehicle has made mission concepts utilizing high-power SEP viable (Ref. 20). The high-power electric propulsion investments were in areas having high technical risks and/or long-lead times.

NASA In-House Development

NASA in-house development of the 12.5 kW Hall Effect Rocket with Magnetic Shielding (HERMeS) thruster, shown in Figure 5, and HP-120 V/800 V power processing unit (PPU) have resulted in three high-fidelity development model thrusters and a brass-board power processing unit that have been extensively tested and characterized separately as well as demonstrated as an integrated system. The HERMeS development plan was formulated from a set of technical risks that could impact mission success (Refs. 21 and 22). Each element of the development plan is traceable to these risks. The comprehensive Technology Development Unit (TDU) test campaign that started in 2015 included: performance, stability, thermal, and wear characterizations; demonstrated thruster performance, verified magnetically shielded operation at high specific impulse, and affirms that the internally mounted cathode minimizes the effects of facility pressure on performance; and demonstrated TDU thruster compliance to qualification-level environments (Refs. 22 and 31). There was no direct development work for the xenon feed controller because it is low-risk and does not require a long development as a result of multiple options available utilizing flight qualified components. The NASA development work validated subsystem design methodologies, developed critical diagnostics, demonstrated performance that meets current mission requirements, made significant strides in life qualification, developed and validated an array of models, and provided the basis for the AEPS requirements. While the focus of the work is now on the AEPS contract and hardware designs, NASA continues to utilize the TDU thrusters for AEPS and mission risk reduction testing as well as for AEPS-specific tests such as the Early Integrated System Test (EIST).

Figure 5.—The 12.5 kW Hall-Effect Rocket with Magnetic Shielding (HERMeS) operating in VF5 at NASA GRC.
Advanced Electric Propulsion System Contract

The AEPS acquisition was initiated for engineering development and subsequent system qualification and flight unit fabrication in order to meet the required flight hardware delivery dates for ARRM. While the ARRM mission has been cancelled, NASA is committed to developing and delivering the AEPS hardware to meet the needs of the PPE and other potential near-term missions. Given the lead times required for the development and fabrication of the electric propulsion strings, the Advanced Electric Propulsion System contract was initiated on May 5, 2015 with the draft RFP release. The competitively-selected cost-plus fixed fee including incentives contract consists of the development of an Engineering Development Unit (EDU) EP string and optional Qualification Model (QM) and Flight Model (FM) hardware delivery within three years (Ref. 32). This contract includes the thrusters, power processing units, xenon flow controllers, and electric harnesses between the subsystems. The contract was awarded to Aerojet Rocketdyne as the prime with major subcontractor ZIN Technologies and VACCO Industries. Management of the contract is being led by the NASA Glenn Research Center. Authorization to proceed for the contract was on May 16, 2016. In addition to the use of the AEPS development and hardware for PPE, the system is being considered for other mission applications (Ref. 33). Additional details regarding the AEPS contract can be found in Reference 34.

Advanced Electric Propulsion System (AEPS) Status

The current state of the contract is that Aerojet Rocketdyne held the system Preliminary Design Review (PDR) in August, 2017 (Ref. 34). The NASA and Aerojet Rocketdyne review board assessed the system and component designs with respect to all system requirements as well as the development risks and schedule. Driving design challenges to the EP string system design are the high-power and high-specific impulse system performance, flow rate control and measurement accuracy, immature vehicle interface definition, and the high thrust accuracy required for deep-space mission operations utilizing EP for primary propulsion and attitude control during EP thrusting.

The driving thruster design challenges are the dynamic operating range including high-power, high-voltage operation, mass, expected spacecraft environmental requirements (dynamic and thermal), and long life (e.g., high propellant throughput) required to provide the necessary mission flexibility to the meet mission needs. Thruster life qualification poses a challenge that is often inherent in an EP system development. Specifically, for the AEPS contract, the challenge is maturing the EDU thruster design well beyond a PDR maturity at system PDR so that the EDU thruster closely represents the QM/FM thruster designs so that extended thruster wear testing could be initiated to generate an appreciable amount of operating duration by the end of the contract to partially validate thruster service life. The likelihood of achieving this difficult challenge was greatly enhanced by the multiple years of development testing of the HERMeS TDU thrusters that were selected as the point of departure for the AEPS EDU thruster design as illustrated in Figure 6.

Aerojet Rocketdyne has built upon the HERMeS thruster development investments with the AEPS thruster design with improved structural capability to survive launch environments, a modified thermal management approach that allows for elimination of the HERMeS thruster radiator, and improvements to manufacturability including incorporation of flight-qualified electromagnet manufacturing process.

The driving PPU design challenges are the dynamic (input and output) operating range including high-power, high-voltage operation, mass, efficiency, the inclusion of the system digital control and interface capability in a high-noise environment, low conducted and radiated emissions to minimize impacts to the vehicle communications while thrusting, and challenges associated with the thermal and mechanical design of a complex, high-voltage, and high-power electronics box that is driving a dynamic thruster load. The AEPS EDU PPU mechanical packaging is shown in Figure 7.
Figure 6.—AEPS EDU thruster design improves upon NASA HERMeS development investments.

Figure 7.—AEPS EDU PPU design.
The AEPS Xenon Flow Controller (XFC), shown in Figure 8, is a derivative of the Xenon Flow Control Module (XFCM) that was previously developed under a NASA contract by VACCO (Ref. 35). The design maturity of the XFC was the most mature of all of the AEPS components such that the component Critical Design Review (CDR) is planned for one month after system PDR. Driving requirements to the XFC design are the mass flow rate control precision that feeds into system-level thrust precision accuracy, total flow telemetry accuracy that is important to accurately determine xenon propellant usage throughout mission, propellant throughput, and off-nominal operation at up to 3000 psia inlet pressure (in an upstream regulation failure scenario).

AEPS Early Integrated System Test (EIST)

After completing all test objectives, an AEPS EIST was completed in June 2017 to obtain an early characterization of the system behavior, inform the EDU system/component designs, and reduce risk for the EDU integrated system test (Ref. 34). The test included the integration of the AEPS breadboard discharge supply unit, system flow controller card, xenon flow controller, and the HERMeS TDU-1 thruster, shown in Figure 9. The AEPS EIST successfully demonstrated the discharge supply unit functionality while operating the TDU thruster; characterized command accuracy and stability; assessed regulation between the six power modules; and characterized efficiency. The test demonstrated closed-loop system operation during various startup scenarios and across the operating range, characterized oscillation at various points in the system, and characterized flow rate stability under closed-loop control providing data to improve closed-loop stability and performance.

Figure 8.—AEPS Xenon Flow Controller (XFC) EDU flow schematic and design.
Figure 9.—Aerojet Rocketdyne (AR) Discharge Supply Unit (a) and (b) AEPS EIST schematic that included AR Discharge Supply Unit, ZIN Technologies System Flow Controller card, VACCO Industries XFCM, and NASA TDU thruster.
NASA AEPS and Mission Risk Reduction Activities

NASA is utilizing the HERMeS TDU thrusters, laboratory TDU cathodes, and other hardware to perform life qualification and risk reduction testing in support of the AEPS contract and for the mission implementation of the system. This activity began with transition of the HERMeS thruster design and completed test results at the beginning of the AEPS contract. That transition continues, primarily focused on the transition of NASA reliable, long-life hollow cathode heater fabrication processes that were developed under the International Space Station plasma contactor program, utilized to provide flight cathode heaters for Deep Space One and Dawn missions, and being implemented on the NASA’s Evolutionary Xenon Thruster—Commercial (NEXT-C) program for flight hardware.

The NASA risk reduction activities are continually evaluated against the evolving AEPS and mission risks. More details of the NASA risk reduction and plasma modeling tasks can be found in References 23, 25, 26, 28 to 31, and 36 to 55:

- Evaluation and material property characterizations of discharge chamber ceramic and other materials, (Refs. 46 and 50)
- Environmental testing of HERMeS TDU thruster,
- Characterizations of HERMeS TDU thruster wear as a function of operating condition; assessing sensitivities to background pressure, magnet field variation, discharge oscillations, and cathode position; and for extended-duration operating segments, (Refs. 24, 28, 29, 37, 47 to 49, and 51)
- Mapping of HERMeS TDU ion velocities to validate inputs for plasma modeling, identify and mitigate erosion mechanisms, and as a nonintrusive way to further characterize background pressure effects, (Ref. 41) and
- Assessing the impact of test facility back-sputtered carbon efflux (evident in images shown in Figure 10) on thruster performance, electrical isolation, and test execution during an accelerated full life test deposition test (Ref. 30).

Significant NASA TDU thruster tests have recently been completed and another has recently started. Following a typical EP thruster life qualification approach, NASA has been performing cycles that include a thruster wear assessment followed by implementation of thruster wear mitigations while increasing the wear testing duration for each subsequent cycle. The first cycle started with a series of short-duration wear segments that resulted in mitigation of the inner front pole erosion through a

Figure 10.—HERMeS TDU-1 pre-test (left) and post-test (right) of the 1700 hr wear test in VF-5 (Ref. 25).
combination of an added graphite pole cover and a change to the thruster electrical configuration that ties the cathode to thruster chassis (Refs. 23, 26, and 54). This thruster configuration was subsequently tested for 1700 hr on TDU-1, shown in Figure 10 (Ref. 25). The second cycle again started with a series of short-duration wear segments to assess pole cover and cathode keeper erosion as a function of operating condition. This test resulted in mitigation of the observed cathode keeper erosion by recessing the cathode relative to inner front pole cover downstream surface and increasing the graphite keeper faceplate thickness (Ref. 47). This configuration has recently begun a wear test in VF5 at NASA GRC with a goal to accumulate a total of 5,000 hr on TDU-3.

NASA has subjected TDU-2 to qualification-level dynamic and thermal environments to evaluate thruster design features common between TDU and EDU (e.g., monolithic boron nitride discharge channel, centrally-mounted cathode), to provide data to validate and improve structural and thermal models, and as a pathfinder for EDU thruster dynamic and thermal environment tests. Random vibration testing was performed at the JPL Environmental Test Laboratory as shown in Figure 11. The test was performed with response-limits to simulate the EDU shock isolators. The discharge channel survived the random vibration test. Shock testing was not performed because the TDU does not include the shock isolators that are present on the EDU thruster that are needed to survive the required shock loads. Thermal cycle testing was performed on TDU-2 inside the thermal shroud shown in Figure 11.

NASA is also responsible for performing the requisite plasma modeling of the AEPS EDU and QM/FM thrusters to assess and mitigate thruster erosion mechanisms; evaluate thruster design choices and changes; predict on-orbit thruster performance, operating characteristics, and plume properties; and contribute to thruster life qualification (Refs. 40, 43 to 45). The AEPS thruster life qualification plan is a collaborative effort between NASA and Aerojet Rocketdyne. Aerojet Rocketdyne will conduct an EDU thruster wear test in VF5 at NASA GRC and is expected to accumulate greater than 4500 hr prior to the end of the AEPS contract. NASA will perform thruster component cyclic qualification testing and plans to extend the EDU thruster wear test to 100 percent required lifetime (23,000 hr) in VF5 at NASA GRC. Consistent with a typical electric propulsion qualification effort, plasma modeling and probabilistic failure mode analyses will be used to assess and justify the 50 percent margin (Ref. 56).

Conclusion

NASA has reaffirmed its commitment to the development and application of high power solar electric propulsion as a key element of future human exploration plans. The recent announcement of a Power and Propulsion Element (PPE) as the first element of an evolvable human architecture to Mars has replaced ARRM as the most probable first application of the AEPS Hall thruster system. The AEPS contract development represents a continuation of STMD-funded efforts first initiated in the in-house,
collaborative HERMeS thruster and HP-120V PPU developments conducted by NASA GRC and JPL. Ongoing advanced technology development work is being performed by Aerojet Rocketdyne under the AEPS contract that is managed by NASA GRC. Under the AEPS contract, Aerojet Rocketdyne is currently designing the engineering-model EP string hardware and has recently completed an early integrated system test and system PDR. Fabrication of the EDU EP string components (Hall thruster, power processing unit, xenon flow controller, and high-voltage harness) will begin with planned EDU hardware and string testing planned in 2018. The AEPS contract has an option phase that can be exercised after CDR for qualification and flight strings that will meet the PPE requirements and target launch date.
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